Risk redefined
The SEA CFO Survey

About the SEA CFO Program
The CFO Program brings together a multidisciplinary team of Deloitte leaders to help CFOs stay ahead in
the face of growing challenges and demands. The Program harnesses our organization’s broad capabilities
to deliver forward thinking and fresh insights for every stage of a CFO’s career – helping CFOs manage the
complexities of their roles, tackle their company’s most compelling challenges, and adapt to strategic shifts in
the market.
About the survey
The Deloitte SEA CFO Survey targets the CFOs of major companies in Southeast Asia. This is the first CFO
survey conducted in this region. The survey was open for three weeks commencing 7 October 2013 and was
completed by 53 CFOs, representing a wide range of industries.
All participating CFOs have agreed to have their responses aggregated and presented.
Please note that this is a “pulse survey” intended to provide CFOs with bi-yearly information regarding their
peers’ thinking across a variety of topics. It is not, nor is it intended to be, scientific in any way. This report
summarizes findings for the surveyed population but does not necessarily indicate economy- or industry-wide
perceptions or trends.
This publication contains general information only, and Deloitte is not, by means of this publication, rendering
accounting, business, financial, investment, tax, legal, or other professional advice or services. This publication
is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any decision or
action that may affect your business. Before making any decisions that may impact your business, you should
consult a qualified professional advisor.
Survey data collated and analysed by Karin Wellbrock and Cheryl Teo.
For more information about the survey, please contact cfoprogramsea@deloitte.com.
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Foreword

Welcome to the first Deloitte Southeast Asia CFO survey report, designed exclusively
for CFOs as an opportunity to have their say on the latest hot topics and issues.
The main focus of this survey is to explore how the CFO role has changed due to
increasing regulation and compliance requirements; the results show that risk is being
redefined in this region in order to keep up with these pressures.
The economic expectations of CFOs in SEA who participated in the survey are
seemingly more optimistic about the future in the final quarter of 2013. Nevertheless,
due to ongoing economic uncertainty in the various countries, the corporate outlook
is mixed and companies continue to remain cautious.
The role of the CFO is evolving from a strictly financial management position to a mix
of financial management and operational responsibilities. The emphasis on operations
further underscores the idea that CFOs need to understand how to cultivate existing
company assets – technology, talent and intellectual capital – to gain a competitive
advantage. The survey revealed that CFOs in this region are spending more time in
their operator and steward roles as per the Deloitte’s Four Faces of the CFO model.
CFOs’ biggest worries center on the lack of longer-term economic improvement
in North America, Europe and Asia. Industry specific regulation continues to be an
uncertainty and the cooling of the Chinese economy is raising many concerns in this
region.
Today, CFOs have indicated that they have an increasing voice in strategic decisions
and as such, the practice of risk management is underpinning these decisions which
has undoubtedly led to an emphasis on risk and compliance management. The
current market landscape demands that risk departments do not operate as a silo, nor
should it solely focus on compliance.
At its core, this report aims to start a discussion about the changing role of the CFO
within the company and we hope that CFOs at all stages of their careers will find it
useful.

Hugo Walkinshaw
Executive Director, Consulting
SEA CFO Program Leader
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Executive summary

CFO optimism
While there are worries that the Chinese economy will slow down and political
uncertainty in SEA will rise, overall CFOs in the Southeast Asia region are 44% more
optimistic this quarter. However, public companies are slightly more pessimistic due to
macro factors such as financial and economic uncertainty.
Changing role and challenges
CFOs continue to face a wide range of demands. In recent times, risk management
has become significantly more important with 72% of CFOs in SEA stating that they
are much more involved in their company’s risk management practices compared
to 12 months ago. Over half of the CFOs polled reported that their companies have
experienced an internal shift towards compliance and risk management as a result of
global and domestic regulatory changes. Consequently, the majority of CFOs polled
cited regulatory and industry compliance as their top area of involvement in risk
management.
Today, CFOs in SEA are spending most of their time in their “operator” and “steward”
roles. The global results are showing an interesting shift whereby CFOs who were
spending most of their time as a “strategist” are shifting back toward their “operator”
role, due to the global economic situation.
Board involvement in risk
Historically, public companies have been subjected to greater public scrutiny compared
to private companies, however, in recent years this gap is diminishing due to increased
regulations and reporting requirements. The survey reveals 65% of Boards in SEA are
involved in risk matters including compliance. An effective and highly functioning
Board must understand and monitor a company’s strategic, operational, financial and
compliance risk exposure therefore risk oversight should be a mindset at the Board
level that permeates the culture and the work of the Board in an integrated way.

Key highlights
• CFOs in Southeast Asia are more optimistic
compared to the last quarter but respondents
expect economic uncertainty to continue.
• Biggest worries, apart from a lack of economic
development, include concerns regarding
compliance and increased competition
as companies see costs rising faster than
revenues.
• 72% of polled CFOs in this region have been
much more involved in risk management
practices compared to 12 months ago as a
result of changes in their external and internal
environments.
• In SEA, more CFOs would like to spend their
time as a strategist or catalyst versus an
operator or steward. In the US, CEOs expect
CFOs to spend over 70% of their time as a
strategist/catalyst, however, most still cannot
achieve this due to compliance and operational
issues.
• 65% of Boards are involved in risk matters that
include compliance. A large difference is seen
by sector, with Boards of public companies
more involved (88%) than Boards of private
companies (44%).

Deloitte SEA CFO Survey report Q4 2013
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Stay positive

CFO optimism relative to previous quarter

44%

29%

Less
optimistic

27%

No
change

More
optimistic

Globally, our Q3 2013 CFO Signals survey showed CFOs are showing more optimism in comparison to the
previous quarters. This increase in optimism is consistent with the sentiment here in SEA, where CFOs see positive
developments in the SEA markets and as such have implemented strategies to improve the position of their
companies.
Of the 44% of optimists, slightly less than half say external factors, such as positive developments in their industries
or markets drive, their optimism whereas the other half mention primarily internal and company specific factors, such
as their products or services, changes in their operations, financing or assets, as drivers for their optimism.
Private companies vs Public companies
The optimism of private company CFOs polled remains comparable to that of the region, however, this optimism
differs greatly between private and public companies. Approximately 80% of the optimistic private companies CFOs
state internal and company specific factors for their optimism, whereas only 50% of the public CFOs note these
reasons.
Overall, CFOs of public companies are less optimistic than CFOs of private ones (35% vs 24%). Almost 90% of the
less optimistic CFOs of public companies note external factors such as the global economic slowdown, the situation
in China, US government debt, foreign currency risks, and external compliance requirements, as reasons for their
pessimism.
Industries reveal a different picture of optimism
It is interesting to note that in the Technology, Media and Telecommunications industry, 33% are more optimistic,
56% see no change and only 11% are less optimistic. By comparison, while in the Energy and Resources sector,
25% are more optimistic with the same percentage being less optimistic, and in the Manufacturing space, 45% of
respondents are optimistic while 45% are pessimistic.
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Keeping you awake

Compliance
Changing regulatory requirements have ranked among CFO’s top stressors in Southeast Asia. Expanding regulatory
issues figure prominently in CFOs’ workloads, and there are no signs that this will diminish. Corporate governance
issues are front and center, and CFOs need to adapt their finance organization to be able to address these matters.
China
China’s slowing economic growth is a cause for concern for CFOs in SEA, especially for companies that have become
increasingly dependent on China’s booming economy in recent years. This slowdown is partially attributable by
the continuing downturn in the global economy and China’s efforts to cool some sectors by tightening credit and
allowing the value of the Renminbi to rise. This slowdown in growth in the short-term paths the way for greater
stability down the road.
Financial markets
The stability of the financial markets, changes in interest rates and fluctuating currencies are worries for most
companies. However, as Southeast Asia take gradual steps towards the ASEAN Economic Community, the financial
cooperation between China and ASEAN could become the basis for growth and financial stability.

“My biggest worry is external – the ongoing monetary flooding of the
markets by the central banks while the economies are not improving
and the politicians are not calling the right shot for reform.” 			
– CFO Survey respondent
Competition
Southeast Asia has one of the most complex production networks in the world. Member states trade extensively in
not just finished goods, but also in raw materials and several intermediate goods. Private companies in particular are
concerned about increasing competition, resulting in price wars, therefore companies must continue to innovate to
stay ahead in today’s fast paced market.
Deloitte's recent study on Value Killers 2.0 finds that foreign and local economic issues have been contributing most
frequently to the significant losses of corporate value in the recent past followed by demand shortfalls. Given that
companies in Southeast Asia are worried about these factors, they should become more conscious of these risks and
develop appropriate frameworks to enhance their corporation's preparedness.*
*Deloitte Disarming the Value Killers, 2005 and Value Killers 2.0, 2013. Value killers are risk that destroy 20% or more of corporate value in
20 or less working days relative to the growth or decline of the MSCI All World Market index in the same period.
Deloitte SEA CFO Survey report Q4 2013
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Focused on what matters

CFOs involvement in risk management
In SEA, CFOs today are much more involved in their
company’s risk management practices compared to
12 months ago. Due to changes in the external and
internal environments the organizations face, 72% of
the CFOs polled are more involved in risk management
compared to 12 months ago and only 6% say they are
less involved.

72%

The key drivers for change in CFO involvement for
public companies are the external global and domestic
changes in regulations and compliance, whereas for
private companies such involvement has been triggered
by an internal shift to focus on compliance.

22%
6%
Less/much
less involvement

No
change

More/much
more involvement

CFOs involvement in risk management by industry

89%
80%

62%

The changes in CFO involvement differ by industries:
The largest change is found among CFOs of TMT
companies where 89% are more or much more
involved in risk management, followed by 80% of
Manufacturing CFOs and the lowest change is among
E&R where only 62% of CFOs report an increase in
involvement.
The 2013 Deloitte study on Risk Intelligent Disclosure
found that more E&R companies have risk officers and
risk management committees compared to TMT and
other industries, hence the difference in the need for
CFOs to get involved in risk management.*

38%

20%
11%
Energy & Resources

Manufacturing

TMT

Less/much less involvement
No change
More/much more involvement

*Source: Deloitte Risk Intelligent Proxy Disclosure, 2013.
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Reasons why CFOs get involved in risk management
External global industry changes in
regulations and compliance

67%

External domestic regulatory and
compliance changes

58%

Internal shift emphasising compliance

54%

Internal reorganization/change in
roles/responsibilities for risk and compliance
Internal resource issues
New to organization; new market/country
for my organization

46%
21%
19%

As expected, the constantly evolving global regulatory environment and the increasingly stringent domestic
regulations for statutory, as well as industry specific, reporting require companies to pay more attention to
compliance and risk management.
Over half of the CFOs polled report that their companies have experienced an internal shift towards compliance
and risk management. Internal drivers include changes within their organizations which results in the redefining of
risk and compliance responsibilities that require CFOs to get more involved. The lack of talent to fill compliance and
risk related activities forced 21% of the CFOs polled to pay more attention to risk and compliance. Further to that,
establishing a new organization or entering a new market requires 19% of the CFOs to actively participate in risk
management.

Deloitte SEA CFO Survey report Q4 2013
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Reasons for CFO involvement – Private vs. Public companies
External global industry changes in regulations
and compliance - Public

77%

- Private

60%

External domestic regulatory and
compliance changes - Public

58%
60%

- Private
Internal shift emphasizing compliance - Public

42%

- Private
Internal reorganization and change in roles and
responsibilies for risk and compliance - Public
- Private

64%
46%
48%

External global industry changes in regulations and compliance
As businesses grow across borders, increased regulation and scrutiny compel 77% of public company CFOs to
immerse in risk management compared to 60% of private company CFOs.
External domestic regulatory and compliance changes
Local regulatory changes are a slightly bigger concern for private companies as social and environmental issues
continue to come to the fore, thus affecting regulatory reporting needs.
Internal shift emphasizing compliance
The internal shift for CFOs to emphasize compliance in private companies is noted at 64% as they aim to step up
their risk management efforts to promote accountability and transparency.
Internal reorganization and change in roles and responsibilities for risk and compliance
Almost no difference can be found between private and public companies with regards to internal changes as a
driver for CFO’s involvement in risk management.
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Top 5 risks that CFOs are involved in
Comply with regulations and
industry compliance

90%

Manage operational risk

85%

Internal controls - rationalise and
remediate issues

83%
81%

Manage strategic risk
External statutory reporting

76%

Not surprisingly, 90% of the polled CFOs mention regulatory and industry compliance as their number one area of
involvement in risk management, but only 76% noted external statutory reporting. It is also interesting to note that
85% of respondents report that they are involved in operational risk management while approximately 81% are
involved in strategic risk management. As companies strive to strengthen their internal controls, 83% of CFOs polled
say they are involved in managing and improving internal controls as well as remediating control issues.

Top 3 risks that CFOs are least involved in

31%
41%
41%

Maintain access to capital markets

Manage risk related to capital access and capital cost

Manage IT risk

The CFOs polled in SEA are least involved in risks related to capital access and capital costs as well as managing IT
risks. This is not consistent with the hype of IT risk that has been witnessed globally.

Deloitte SEA CFO Survey report Q4 2013
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Top 3 risk and compliance matters CFOs are involved in while managing:
Operational risk

External requirements

Manage operational risk

85%

Involved in planning for crisis
management and business
Manage currency risk

Define/implement risk exposure
profile (interst dividends, etc. )

73%

Manage risk reporting to Board
and other stakeholders

66%

Strategic risk

Analyse customer
demand changes

90%
76%
68%

Risk framework

81%

Manage strategic risk
Analyse competitive conditions

External statutory reporting

61%
53%

Rationalize internal controls
and remediate controls issues
Improve compliance process
Design, improve and maintain
corporate risk framework

83%
78%
69%

As the study supports, CFOs in SEA are already involved in the management of both finance and non-finance related
risks due to the persistent trend of misalignment between management, business, operations and overall risk
management. This trend results in new requirements for corporate risk management and a fundamental shift in risk
management practices. As leading organizations further transfer the ownership of risk management out of the risk and
compliance functions to the business and corporate functions, the role of the CFO ultimately changes and expands.
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Reducing risk

Top risk reduction strategies

90%

Strengthen internal controls framework

77%

Continuous internal audits

58%

Implement/overhaul enterprise risk system

52%

Install whistleblower system

Improve disclosure practices

Conduct external audits

48%
46%

Strengthen internal controls framework
Improving and strengthening the companies’ internal controls is noted as the number one risk
reduction strategy by 90% of the CFOs polled and shows the internal shift towards risk and
compliance especially among private companies.
Continuous internal audits
Continuous monitoring and tools that enable continuous audits are employed by 77% of CFOs
whereas only 46% use external audits as risk reduction strategy. Amongst Singapore based
companies, the survey finds 58% engage in external audits.
Implement/Overhaul Enterprise Risk System
A broader approach to implement or overhaul the entire enterprise risk system is mentioned as
one of the risk reduction strategies by 58% of all polled CFOs. This represents approximately half
of the participating private companies and 60% of public companies.
Other tools to identify risks in operations and processes, such as whistleblower systems and better disclosure
practices, are used by 52% and 48% respectively of the polled CFOs.

Deloitte SEA CFO Survey report Q4 2013
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In the thick of it

Board involvement in risk management

86%

65%

44%

In SEA

Private
companies

Public
companies

In Southeast Asia, CFOs indicated that 65% of their Boards are involved in risk matters that include compliance.
Looking at public companies, 86% of the companies polled say that their Board is involved in compliance risk
management compared to only 44% in private companies.
The 2013 Deloitte Risk Intelligent Disclosure study found that 91% of public companies in the US disclose that the
full Board is responsible for risk management and 64% say their Audit Committee is primarily responsible for risk.*
The findings further stated that 47% of US companies disclose whether risk oversight/management are aligned
with the company strategy, while the Deloitte SEA CFO Survey found that 42% of companies have Boards that are
involved in compliance and strategic risk management, whereas 33% oversee strategic aspects without compliance.

*Source: Deloitte Risk Intelligent Proxy Disclosure, 2013.
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Risk and responsibility

Dedicated roles for risk and compliance
Legal Officer

64%

Compliance Officer

49%

Risk Officer

49%

The majority of the companies polled have distinct roles for the management of risk, compliance and legal, with
about one third of the companies seeing these roles combined in different variations. The role with the most
common recurrence was the combination of a risk and compliance officer. Depending on the industry, risk officers
tend to focus more on operational risks whereas the compliance officers assist in external reporting and compliance
with regulations.
Reporting line of the Risk Officer

Reporting line of the Compliance Officer

33%
34%

President/CEO

 2% to Corporate Planning
 4% to the Board
 27% to Other

23%
36%

CFO

CEO/COO

CFO

 2% to Chief Compliance Officer
 4% to Chief Risk Officer/Internal Audit
 6% to the Board
 29% Other

The survey found that all three roles most frequently report to the President, the CEO or the CFO, and only in a
few instances do they report to the Board. 33% of the CFOs polled confirmed that their risk officer reports to
them compared to 34% that report to their CEO. It is also interesting to note that although compliance officers are
involved in external compliance, only 23% report to the CFO compared to 36% to the CEO.

Deloitte SEA CFO Survey report Q4 2013
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Personal priorities

Globally as well as in SEA, CFOs would like to play “above the line” by spending more of their time as a strategist and
catalyst, than “below the line” as an operator and steward. However, in SEA, CFOs' actual time allocation is spent on
being an operator and steward as defined by the Four Faces of the CFO*, with a little less emphasis on their “above
the line” roles. CFOs in SEA tend to be somewhat more involved in operator activities compared to other regions.

1

DAY AS A

STEWARD
49%

39%

Actual

39% of CFOs actually spend a
day a week on average as a
steward; however, 49% of
respondents believe one day a
week is the optimal amount.

Desired

Despite the constantly increasing compliance and regulatory requirements, 39% of all CFOs polled currently spend
approximately one day per week as a steward; however 49% desire to spend that much time. Presently, another 30%
of CFOs spend up to 1.5 days per week on these activities but only 28% would actually like to assign that much time.
On the other hand, 26% of CFOs polled are currently spending one and a half days on average as a strategist,
whereas 38% of CFOs desire to allocate this amount of time fulfilling this role. In the US, CEOs expect CFOs to
spend over 70% of their time as a strategist/catalyst, however, most still cannot achieve this due to compliance and
operational issues.**

*Refer to Appendix.
**CFO Signals: what North American's top finance executives are thinking and doing, 2013.
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Survey demographics

Participating countries

Headquarter region
51%

43%

CFO Demographics
Years of CFO experience
• 23% less than 3 years
• 45% between 3 to 10 years
• 32% over 10 years

25%
22%
19%
14%

6%

10%

4%

Asia

Thailand

Singapore

Philippines

Malaysia

Indonesia

2%

India

China/Hong Kong

2%

Europe

North
America

SEA

Industries

Consumer Business

Company Demographics
Revenue (in USD)
Type of company:
• 49% Public
• 51% Private

10%

Education

6%

Energy & Resources

Company revenue (USD)
• 45% less than $400 m
• 28% between $400m to $1b
• 27% more than $1b

16%

Finance Shared Services/BPO

4%

Financial Services

10%

Life Sciences & Healthcare

8%

Manufacturing & Automotive
Public Sector
Technology, Media
& Telecommnucations

24%
2%
18%
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Appendix

Four faces of the CFO
Today, the role of the CFO is under greater scrutiny, internally and externally. CFOs face never ending pressure to
cut costs, grow revenue and ensure control. Economic uncertainty, increased regulatory requirements, financial
restatements and increased investor scrutiny have forced them into the spotlight. Given these factors, CFO turnover is
on the rise.
Today’s CFOs are expected to play four diverse and challenging roles. The two traditional roles are steward,
preserving the assets of the organization by minimizing risk and getting the books right, and operator, running a tight
finance operation that is efficient and effective. It’s increasingly important for CFOs to be strategists, helping to shape
overall strategy and direction, and catalysts, instilling a financial approach and mind set throughout the organization
to help other parts of the business perform better. These varied roles make a CFO’s job more complex than ever.

Leading edge
Strategist

Catalyst
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Operator: Efficiency and service
levels are the primary areas of focus
for the Operator. The Operator must
dynamically balance cost and service
levels in delivering on the finance
organization's responsibilities, and
adapt finance's operating model
as necessary. Talent management,
offshoring and shared service
decisions are often the key issues to be
addressed.
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Steward: Accounting, control, risk
management and asset preservation
are the province of the Steward.
The Steward must ensure company
compliance with financial reporting
and control requirements. Information
quality and control rationalization are
top-of-mind issues for the Steward.

Operator

Strategist: The Strategist is a director,
focused on defining the future of the company to enhance business performance and shareholder value. The
Strategist provides a financial perspective on innovation and profitable growth; leverages this perspective to improve
risk-awareness, strategic decision-making and performance management integration; and translates the expectations
of the capital markets into internal business imperatives.
Catalyst: The Catalyst is an agent for change, focused on establishing a value attitude throughout the organization.
The Catalyst gains business alignment to identify, evaluate and execute strategies, and serves as a business partner to
other decision makers including business unit leaders, the chief information officer, and sales and marketing leaders.
The Catalyst establishes a structure of enterprise accountability for results drives enterprise execution and gains
acceptance from business management as the organization's catalyst.
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